As a professional China cooling bed manufacturer and equipped with a famous factory and plant, as well as providing with cooling bed for companies sale, welcome to check the process and layout with Hani New Energy and Technology.

**Cooling bed**

**Details Description:**

Cooling beds for cooling the material as well as cross transfer towards the discharge end. Han cooling beds are designed using standard elements that can be meet the customer's requirements in product size, design and material grade.

**Composition:**

Cooling bed by the terms of mechanical transmission, water cooling systems, cooling bed the work surface fixing bracket and other components.

**Application:**

Cooling bed is mainly used for slow natural cooling plate line after rolling. In the structure steel production line, cooling bed also has a pre-curved function to prevent the merchant steel in the natural cooling process due to different quality lead to the irregular bending.

Types of the cooling bed:

Automatic Rake-Type Cooling Bed & Walking Beam Cooling Bed
Related products:

- Industrial Transformers
- Laying Head
- Transmission Gearbox
- Melting Furnace
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